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Cuba starts where logic ends. CubaConga starts were the Lonely Planet ends. Cuba Conga
goes a lot deeper into Cuba and it's way of life than any other travel guide. It's written by
residents who wish to stay anonymous. See Cuba through the eyes of a local. They don’t tell
you where to eat or to sleep but how to find good food and a ditto bed. How to live like a Cuban
and how to get more out of your stay. they show you how to make friends, how to handle
problems and how to find your way. And on top of that, they have some funny stories and
deeper insights. If you’ve already been to Cuba they advise you not to read it unless you have
a healthy sense of humour and are able to laugh at yourself… Man… did you do some stupid
things while in Cuba :-). We do apologise for that! You should have read our book.' Do you want
to make your trip to Cuba more satisfying? You want to recognise a scam before they get you
and have a smart way out ready? Do you want to avoid unnecessary costs? Do you want to
get in touch with the real Cuban people? Are you the curious, adventurous type? Then you
should really read our book! This is what Karin Muller says about it: I just finished reading
CubaConga. It is by far the most useful book on Cuba I’ve ever come across. Almost any
guidebook can provide the standard list of hotels, tourist hotspots, and eateries. None of them
will give you this kind of in-depth, behind-the-scenes information that you will only figure out on
your own after years of living among the locals, speaking the language, and making a whole lot
of expensive and painful mistakes. I will be recommending it to anyone who is going to Cuba
and wants more than the standard tourist resort experience. It will save them 10 times the
cover price and they will have a far richer cultural experience. Karin You know this is verbatim
because her legal team would sue my ass if I just made this up! Just a tip: Arriving at the
airport you will find the queue at the money exchange challenging, to say the least. Everybody
wants CUCs and the process is slow. Waiting time between one and two hours, and that’s after
you’ve survived the customs lines! There are two solutions to this problem: – Go up the stairs
in Havana or next door in all other airports and in departures there is another exchange boot,
without the waiting lines. Well, until everybody reads this of course. – An even simpler solution
is to be found in the book among loads of other inspiring and revealing information. There is
even a way to avoid the long lines at customs. Read this book if you want to understand Cuba
better. Don't if you are looking for a list to tick off or a dreamy 'Mojito and Salsa' picture. Cuba is
so much more than Cigars and Old cars.



DisclaimerAll people, events locations and even I the narrator are the fruits of my imagination.
Nothing really happened, it happened nowhere and nobody was there to witness it. Any
similarity with real persons, places and actually, any similarity at all is the result of pure
coincidence.Nothing is what is seems in Cuba, and everything is just what it is. Being identified
in a book like this, which is not an “I’m a Castro fan” book, could lead to trouble. It should be
noted I’m no Castro opponent either. It probably will not, but I just want to be sure that no harm
comes to anybody. Accepting thing as they are is a sound strategy in Cuba.Our name is not
John Doe, I have never really been to Cuba and all my friends there are imaginary. We feel like
we took all the possible precautions to prevent any identification. Probably all this effort was
spent in vain because I’m indeed not a Castro Fan but again, I’m not opposed either.You
cannot write a book about Cuba without talking about Fidel a bit. The weeks after Fidel Castro
died, we were all inundated with opinions. On Cuban Television people were expressing their
opinions and showing their grief. I turned on the Internet… more opinions a bit less structured
and much more diverse. Opinions about Fidel Castro were and still, now in 2021, are
abundant… But they are just that, opinions.So let me not give you my opinion about the man
but tell you a joke about Fidel, which in my opinion represents him very well and the Cubans
tell it better than me but you’d probably not understand their version.Fidel Castro and the
hungry man.Fidel is being driven down the streets of Havana and sees an angry man shouting
that he’s hungry. Fidel stops the car and calls the angry guy over. “What’s your name comrade?
And what is your problem?’‘I’m Manuel and I’m hungry!’‘Nobody is hungry in Cuba’ says Fidel
and tells him to get in the car. They arrive at Fidel’s estate.He tells the guard to fetch his new
friend a glass of water. ‘Drink up.’ And Manuel drinks the water. Fidel has another glass fetched
and Manuel drinks it. And another one and a forth, fifth and sixth glass and Fidel summons
Manuel to drink them.Then he invites him at his table and tells him to eat whatever he wants.‘I
can’t eat now’ says Manuel… I’m full…‘You see?’ Says Fidel ‘you were not hungry, you were
thirsty… Nobody is hungry in Cuba!Fidel was a master in distorting reality and the whole of
Cuba followed his example.The situations we depict though could all be real. This is a book
about real life in Cuba with real situations that could arise, although they never actually
did.Cuba is not just ’60 years back in time’. As all timetravel books and films will explain a small
change in the past can have a big impact on the future. Cuba took a left turn 60 years ago and
where the rest of the world spet on on the highway of capitalism Cuba took a different time line.
We were about more, better, faster, newer for less and Cuba became communist.They did not
stop time, just took a different path. Everybody that looks at Cuba from the 50 years ago
perspective is very wrong (and most travel guides do just that). Cubans adapted their whole
society and mentality to a different timeline than ours but they are living in 2022 too! Just a
different way of living it.That’s why we wrote this book. Let us explain the parallel universe that
Cuba represents.At the time of this revision Cuba is going trough a rough time. The economy is
suffering, not only from the Covid problems that kept away tourists for a year now but also from
the ‘Unification’ of the double currency and the economic problems that causes.What the
implications of all of this will be for tourism we can only guess at this moment. We try to make
educated guesses and have left a few things that are not true anymore untouched so you
understand where Cuba is coming from. For example we left the double currency myth in the
book for now. It was a myth but since Cuba abolished the CUC to get rid of a non existing
distinction between the two currencies it has become a reality because the USD made a huge
come back. So now we do have a two currency system. More about that in the chapter



‘Money’.This revision is overdue and, parts of it, will be obsolete when you read this. That’s the
best we can do right now. Things are happening fast! So this January 22 version will be
outdated at the end of the month…Nowadays everybody (or almost everybody) wants
foreigners to pay in USD. Restaurant prices are in USD and if you want to pay in Pesos you
can but not according the official exchange rate but the street rate… Officially 1 USD os 25
Pesos but in the streets it’s 50 (April ’21) and rising (77 in November) and 72 now. We still refer
to the CUC once in a while in this book but only as historic reference. 1 CUC was 1
USD.Copyright: YES…You can’t just share this book or publish (parts) of it without our consent.
However referring your friends will be highly appreciated!If you got this book from a friend you
probably got an old version so you are not only cheating us out of a buck but also yourself out
of the latest version and updated information. Get the latest version at https://
bestcubatravelguide.comAbout the author(s)Just like every thing else in this book, I am/we are
just a fantasy. You could refer to us as “your very knowledgeable friends from Cuba.” Any
resemblance with real author(s) is a mistake, a big mistake. A very big mistake indeed, we’re
sorry if we led you to believe otherwise.We are the collective that took the task on ourselves to
write the inside story about Cuba for real travellers who want to avoid awkward situations and
get the most out of their trip to this great Island. From now on we will refer to ourselves in the
first person.Nothing you know about Cuba is true. Ok I’ll admit that it is an island somewhere
south of Florida and that they have a lot of old cars, but everything else is just not true. I’ve
been to Cuba many, many times, and still is only half of what I think is true. This gives me a
lovely 50% margin of error. One of the most intriguing aspects of Cuba is that our usual frame
of reference just does not fit. Cuba is an exercise in being wrong, making the wrong
estimations, and predictions about situations and people. It is one big surprise.Most things
being said about Cuba are dead wrong. A well-known travel site claims that Cuban prices are
about similar to those in Europe or Canada. I admit that if you do not have a clue about how
things work, this is more or less true. Now, 16 years later and having spent almost 4 years in
total in Cuba, costs are about half of those during my first visit. The intention of this book is to
help you to get the most out of your vacation by showing you what could go wrong so you can
avoid the rookie mistakes I first made.Let me give you a simple guarantee: This book will cut
your expenses by at least 60% and will enhance your understanding of the Island, and you’ll
have a lot more fun!The three basic rules for every traveller to Cuba can be summarized as
follows: � �50% of what Cubans tell you, I can prove are lies, and the other half I’m just not sure
about. � �Nothing is what is seems. You are always wrong. You just never get a situation or a
person right. � �The former rules don’t always apply.Foreword“I am going to have a look if I can
recuperate part of my investment,” says a good friend, “Wanna come with me?” He started
some kind of business venture with Cuba a few years ago, considers the money as lost but
uses it as a great alibi to go and visit once a year. (It is not a real business venture, but it
involves some money and he does go every year.)Off course I said “yes!” and I made my first
trip to Cuba 15 years ago. I got to know the land, the people, developed a hate/love
relationship with Cuba, and was hooked!Fred (not his real name) gave me the inspiration to
write this book. He said to me that if you say you understand Cuba, you don’t have a clue. Fred
has lived on the Island since the mid 90s and knows a lot more about the ways of the Cubans
than I do. I do not pretend to understand Cuba, but at the same time, I am sure that I know and
understand more than the average tourist. A lot more!This book started “growing” 11 years ago
when I got fed up with friends calling me to get some tips for their trip to Cuba. Friends of
friends called and even their friends found me… Instead of spending my days repeating the
same things about Cuba I decided to write them down… Then somebody said: “This is so



good, you should sell it!” and he made me the website (for free, he got the book for free &:).In
preparation for this book, I spent a lot of time on the web. It’s amazing how much crappy
information I found. Really amazing! Whether this is due to commercial or political interests, or
just lack of knowledge is not always clear, but the truth as I see it, is a rare thing on the
Internet. Cuba, the real Cuba, is definitely not the country described in the tourist guides. This
book is written to fill the gap between the fantasy that is served to tourists and travellers, and
the real Cuba.Especially travel blogs, the Lonely Planet and Trip advisor are to be avoided if
you want to get some insight into the real Cuba.Travel blogs are written by people, who come
to our beautiful island for two weeks, make the same mistakes all other first timers make, and
then explain how to make those mistakes to other travelers.The LP sent 3 people for two
weeks and scores a bit higher on the real Cuba scale… but just a bit.Trip Advisor is filled by
middle-aged women on a trip. So by definition they don’t know much about the place they are
advising on. Just look in your own town what the best restaurant is on trip advisor &:.We will
show you life behind the Disneyficated façade that Cuba serves the average Westerner. We will
show you the pitfalls that may otherwise cost you some money and dent your self-esteem.This
book will thus save you a lot of money, give you a lot more insight about what is happening,
and help you to cheat a few levels in my favorite game: CUBACONGA.CUBACONGA refers to
the old arcade game Donkey Kong. In this video game you enter the screen at the bottom and
work yourself trough a maze to the top of the screen. A monkey throws down all kind of stuff to
hinder you. If you make it to the top, you start over again at the next level. The higher your skill,
the higher the level you can obtain, and the harder the game becomes. The same is true for
Cuba. It is a game with a lot of obstacles to overcome. The better you play the game, the more
you know you can not predict those obstacles, the more you develop your skills, and the more
interesting the game becomes.The Conga is a musical parade with exciting rhythms on
everything that can be used as a percussion instrument. It is contagious, exciting, creative and
fun!Hence the name of the game: CubaConga!A few examples of the different levels you can
play the game:Level 0: The player just arrived in his all-inclusive resort, and does not go
beyond the gate without proper assistance of a tour guide. This player got himself the game,
but it is still in its box. To play the game, you have to insert a coin into the machine and yourself
into Cuba.Level 1: A waiter is ripping you of, buy cigars made of banana leaves and make new
friends that are just after a quick buck.Level 4: You know when to ask for the Moneda Nacional
menu, you understand the commission system and start having fun with the locals. This is the
level you should aspire to reach.Level 8: You realize that nothing is what is seems, that Cuba
does not fit into your reference frame and have learned to accept this as a fact of life. This
helps you to make the best of your stay, enjoy the people and gives you the knowledge that
you can handle any situation Cuba throws at you.Level 15: You live in a big mansion and your
gardener tells the official inspectors, while pointing at an official looking nameplate, that the
ambassador refuses visitors at this moment. (By the way, you are not an ambassador). How
and why this works is beyond my understanding; I am just a level 12 player.Nobody knows how
many levels the game contains. Nobody ever got to the highest level and talked about it.Cuba
is an amazing country to travel. The only things you need are: Everything you need, a sense of
humor, a dose of patience, a bit more money than you planned and an open mind. The rest will
present itself!This book is not a: ‘You really have to see this, what are the hotspots or where do
I get the best Mojito’ guide. Those guides are abundantly available in any bookstore.This book
is about life in Cuba, how to handle it, and how to make the most of your trip. To answer the
questions above: you should see a baseball game. What the hotspots are depends on what
your like. The best mojito you can get in the little park on the south tip of the peninsula south of



Cienfuegos.Cuba is a luscious country and I’m not just referring to lazy men and yummy
women. Cuba is proof that the socialist system was designed for a tropical climate. It does not
matter how hard you work, the sun keeps shining and fruit falls from the trees. Cuba embraced
the socialist system more than 60 years ago and it does not work. But everything works
somehow. A lot of Cubans leave (or want to leave) the country. Most of them return after a few
years.Cubans are drenched in CUBA IS GREAT rhetoric from birth. Half of the songs in Cuba
are about Cuba. Every license plate has the word ‘Cuba’ on it, as if any Cuban car ever leaves
the country of any foreign car ever enters…The news is about Cuba or Cubans abroad or
Cuban influence in the world. You could say that it is not very objective. (But you could say the
same about our news.) Cubans are convinced they are the center of attention of the
world.Education is good, but you could blame it for a high dose of “we are better” thinking and
ditto brainwash. A friend of mine is a mathematics teacher at a university and she was told to
put more ideology into her lessons. HuH??? Mathematic classes with a political message? The
fact that it is an island (yes, you had that right) and quite isolated from the rest of the world
helps this “we are better” mentality to develop and stay on top.I literally heard a Cuban say:
“We Cubans are a superior people but need some help.” I tried to explain the schizophrenia of
such a remark but his eyes just turned blank… Cubans are the superior race that needs help!
Cuba has all the possible outcomes in it, and you choose if you love or hate it.One thing is for
sure, Cuba leaves nobody untouched!Chapter 1 - VocabularyIt is a strong recommendation to
learn at least some Spanish before you go. Very few Cubans speak English, and those who do
are mostly to be avoided. (I will get to this later).For basic Spanish, I recommend you get
yourself a travel Spanish guide, or an offline translator app, and spend some time with it. Here I
just want to explain a few typical Cuban words and their implications.No Hay“No hay,” means
we do not have it. You point out a dish on the menu or want to buy something in a shop and the
answer is “no hay.” It is quite useless to work through a menu to find something you would like
to eat. Just ask what they have and the process of ordering food will be a lot speedier. “No hay”
can also refer to electricity (corriente) or water (agua). The inconveniences are simply a fact of
life. Live with them.It used to be a good idea to eat when you can. You never know when the
next opportunity arises. This idea is still valid outside the big towns. I drove through a little town
in the west part of the island, and came past a shack with a big sign that said “PIZZA.” So I
stopped and asked the man working in this restaurant what kind of pizza he was able to give
me. “I do not have any pizza,” was his reply, so I asked for something else to eat.We got into
the following surrealistic conversation that shows how “we” do not understand “them.”He did
not have anything to eat.I asked, “Have anything to drink?”“No...”“Anything to sell at all?”“No,”
he replied.“So, what are you doing here?”He looked at me with mix of surprise and annoyance
about such a stupid question and said:“being here is my job!”S’accabo0�ÖV�ç0 “depleted itself”
and resembles “no hay,” but there is a subtle difference. Where “no hay” means that it is just not
available, “s’acabo” means that it is not available to you, because they are selling it at the back
door. To understand this concept, see Bolsa Negra.You should know this at level 5. Until then,
both just mean ‘You cannot have it’.Se rompio0�—@ broke itself. After all, nobody is responsible for
maintenance, missing spare parts or absent repairmen. In Cuba things have the talent to break
themselves and do so frequently.Cuba is completely ad freeEverybody owns everything and
everybody gets the same of everything (at least that is the official version). This results in a
remarkable calmness on the eyes. Nowhere are there flashing neon signs, billboards that
promote the latest brand of dental floss or annoying commercials interrupting your favorite TV
show trying to sell you the newest detergent, the fastest car or lavender scented hygienic pads.
By the way, you will not come home from Cuba with a new favorite TV show… Cuban TV is



bad and slow…Newspapers have just news in them and glossies just do not exist. Detergent
and deodorant come in two kinds: available and not available, in which case you have to resort
to the Bolsa Negra. Let’s face it, ads are totally useless and their absence creates a very nice
peace of mind.An exception is the Ministry of Hollow Slogans. In Cuba there are a lot of
ministries and one of them puts hollow slogans on billboards that are amazing. This is truly the
most productive ministry in the country. A few examples: “Fatherland or death,” “Socialism is
honesty,” “Ideas and diligence will overcome,” or my favorite: “Revolution and Nature.”
Translated they all mean nothing; in Spanish they have the same meaning.La Bolsa
NegraTranslated this means “the black bag.” The Cuban worker earns somewhere between 40
and 80 USD per month in his official job. You cannot lead a decent life on that salary. At least
you cannot if you want more than beans, rice and bare feet. So every Cuban has some
earnings on the side. For a better understanding of the money see MONEY.Double currency
(Old news)They say that Cuba has a double currency… Moneda Nacional and CUC. (Both are
called Pesos by the way).In my opinion that’s an artificial debate. The MN is pegged to the
CUC and always has the same value 25/1. So if something costs 25 pesos, it costs 1 CUC. If
something costs 100 Pesos it costs 4 CUC. A simple trick to convert Pesos to CUC: take off 2
zeros and multiply by 4. The idea of a double currency just makes things more complicated but
in reality it’s just the same currency, expressed in different terms.I think the debate is artificial
because the US has a double currency too. Dollars and dimes… there are always 10 dimes to
a dollar so you can price stuff in dollars and dimes. If something costs 10 dimes you can pay
with a dollar!!! Really!!!This creates a misunderstanding for most tourists. If we hear that the
average salary is 20 CUC per month, and somebody pockets 10 CUC for a day’s work, we
calculate and realize that is half a month’s salary, and thus a lot of money. Sounds like a logical
reasoning, but it is wrong. Remember, you are always wrong in Cuba.Small print: It’s an
artificial debate for private persons. For Cuban companies it’s different. They can have different
exchange rates, varying from 1 on 25 to 1 on 1. Try to wrap you head around the effects of that
on book keeping and profit…. Don’t take too long… it cannot be done.La Bolsa Negra
represents about 80-90% of Cuba’s economy. So on average a Cuban earns 5 times more “on
the side” than with a regular job. Adding to the confusion is the fact that Cuba has a totally
different economic model than other countries do. This makes it very hard to wrap your mind
around the real Cuban situation. This will be the case throughout all levels of the game; so
don’t despair at any time.A friend (let’s call him Peter) is a lucky Cuban. He works for a
foreigner as a handyman. The foreigner pays him 15 CUC a day (to your mind, half a months
salary per day, what a crazy foreigner!). But his boss understands Cuba and is not crazy. This
is a regular market salary. Peter gets his money but has to pay a price to La Bolsa Negra.
Officially he is a street sweeper, which is about the lowest job you can get and you only get that
job if you are good for nothing else. He has to pay his boss 3 CUC a day for not going to work.
His boss pays 1 CUC to his boss and 1 CUC to the inspector, whose job it is to carry out at
least 1 surprise inspection per week to see if all street sweepers are doing their job. Luckily for
Peter, the inspector only performs his task when the inspector that is charged with inspecting
the street sweeper inspectors does his rounds. If this is the case, the inspector gets a message
from somebody he pays for the warning and sends a message to Peter’s boss, who in his turn
informs Peter that he is supposed to be at work next Friday. That day is a black day for
everybody involved. The foreigner has no handyman; Peter does not get 15 CUC, his boss, the
boss of his boss and the inspector all lose 1 CUC. Thanks to this complicated payoff scheme,
they all are fortunate that the weekly surprise inspection only happens every three months or
so. Inspection is a complicated thing in a country where 20% of the people inspect



something.We go to work to earn money. That sounds like a universal truth doesn’t it? Well, in
Cuba going to work is the opposite. While you are at work, you can’t earn money! (Unless you
can steal useful stuff there.)In Januari 2021 salaries were multiplied by 4 or 5. Sounds good.
You could not possibly live off your salary and now you earn 5 times more! But prices were
raised more. In one month we had on average 450% inflation! So you still couldn’t live of your
salary. Now in November inflation this year so far about 600%. Official government statistics
however say that it is 56% in the first half year.Cubans now earn between 80 and 300 USD a
month. 80 being the salary of a street sweeper and 300 for a Bank teller, Minister, Cop or
Surgeon. Some jobs pay (relatively) better in Cuba than in the West. That’s because they are
considered ‘important’ and to push back corruption in ‘sensitive’ jobs.(Old news) But still
relevant.Let’s have a closer look at the official average Cuban salary. A typical Cuban earns
just 20 $ but income means nothing if you do not put prices into the equation. Most necessities
are heavy subsidized. Housing costs next to nothing or up to 80 cents a month. Electricity is
very cheap, as is the telephone. Food is partially free, a base supply of rice and beans, sugar,
and coffee (although this is changing at this moment to ‘very cheap’). Education is free, as are
school meals. Health care... totally free! Cuba has a higher literacy rate and life expectancy
than most Western countries. Public transport for a few cents, cultural activities for free or a
dime. This makes the comparison with our Western economy impossible. A Cuban has to work
a whole day to pay for his housing, water, electricity and another day or two to get fed. For a
month! We work more that half of the month for those necessities.A very different picture
emerges with the luxury goods. We in the West have to work about a day or less to pay for the
newest sneakers or designer jeans. Cubans have to work (on their official salary) a few months
for those goods. We call our friends on our mobile phone without giving it a second thought (I
get 600 minutes a month for a few Euros). A Cuban that uses his mobile phone for 40 minutes
has just burned his entire months salary.All this is made possible by the dual currency system.
Life’s necessities are paid in Moneda Nacional while luxury goods (as in imported stuff) have to
be paid for in USD. We will get to that later, as it can be confusing, and you do not want to be
too confused in Cuba.The conclusion is that you cannot just assume Cubans have a harsh life
because they earn so little. Comparing Cuba to its neighbors (Haiti, Dominican Republic or
Jamaica) the average Cuban has better access to life’s essentials and less access to luxury
goods like iPhones, Nikes and Porches. But how many Haitians have acces to Porches?
YumaEverybody that is not born on the Island is called a “Yuma.” So are you! “Yuma” is
derogatory; it is not a nice word. “Yumas” are stupid, arrogant, ignorant, gullible and way too
rich. And to be fair to the Cubans, most of them do behave that way. From a Cuban
perspective, Yumas believe everything you say and don’t have a clue about how the smart
Cubans cheat them. There is no ethical standard to stop them from cheating a Yuma. Worse,
squeezing money out of one is considered an art and people are admired for it openly.Tourists
are the victims of all sorts of scams all over the world, mostly performed by people from the
lower steps of the social ladder. In Cuba this is different. You risk being scammed, misled and
abused by university professors, doctors and hotel managers. This makes the game of
CubaConga most interesting, because they are intelligent opponents. I will get into this
phenomenon, in the chapter about scams. For now it is enough to realize that even if you are
an experienced traveller of so called difficult countries, you have to forget most of what you’ve
learned when you arrive in Cuba.For now you just have to know that a famous Cuban saying
states: At the end, the Yuma pays. This should stop around level 8 or 9. If you are going for just
a few weeks that’s a level you will not reach unless you are very, very talented!I am walking
down the street with a friend of mine. He is Cuban but does not look it at all. A tout approaches



us and my friend explains he is a Cuban and does not need a guide...The tout looks at me and
asks my friend if he would not be willing to share this Yuma with him.Yumas can be shared!
PuntoA shared Yuma is called a “Punto.” It is the Yuma that pays for everything. As soon as you
become friends with a few Cubans, you become a Punto. This is not a problem per se, since
there is such a big income gap. But you should be aware of this. If they really want to be your
friend they do not treat you like a Punto but try to find equilibrium where they give something
too. As long as it is a one-way street, you are the Punto.
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Harrison Torres, “Going to Cuba? This is a MUST-HAVE! Will save you time and money!. This
book is AMAZING! Cuba can be a complicated trip to plan for. This book helped relaxed my
nerves and made me feel more confident and excited to visit Cuba! She gives a lot of helpful
tips that can not only save you money but more importantly, TIME. Generally, people who visit
Cuba are there on a limited time frame. Who wants to waste precious time there spending
hours on unnecessary obstacles that could easily be avoided, had you just read this book. It
pays for itself, trust me on this. This best way to have a great and successful trip is to plan
accordingly. This book will help you do just that! Enjoy!”

Connie, “Must Read before Cuba- Changes your whole experience. If you are going to Cuba
read this one month out. Then read it again on the plane for a refresh. We would have packed
and planned differently had I read this prior to the plane ride AND we landed instantly at a
Level 2. By weeks end I believe we were at a level 3.8 .Do not hesitate because this is what will
make your trip so much smoother.”

Jonna, “Lots of great information. I will be traveling to Cuba in two weeks and will be able to
add a more experienced review however, I did find this book not only very informative but
entertaining. It will be fun to see what level I achieve on the trip. I would have no problem
recommending this boot to anyone going to Cuba ...or Honduras for that fact ;-)”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/qPRpb/CubaConga-2022-The-underground-Cuba-travel-guide


Winthrop Allen, “Let's not go to Cuba. I read 63% of the book, then decided that Cuba is not for
me. Why? Food is not abundant in Cuba. Good food, even less so-- expensive and hard to
find. Seemingly, everyone in Havana is given to hustling. Whom do they hustle? Tourists, like
me and you.”

DD, “Don’t leave home before reading this book!!. GREAT resource for understanding Cuba! A
must read! The only reason I gave it 4 stars instead of 5 is because the book has many typos
and grammatical errors. I just returned from Havana and referenced info gained in the book
MANY times. The book is an entertaining read with many tongue in cheek comments.”

Heidi H., “Fun & Loathing in Cuba. We LOVED this book and anticipate it’s sage advice will
help us to enjoy Cuba all the more when we arrive there in a few weeks. It’s the best travel
book we’ve ever read on HOW to experience a country, not WHAT to see and do there. Grazi
molto to the authors!!”

Marlo Yarnall, “Good read. The currency is difficult to understand but .... Good read. The
currency is difficult to understand but for the most part they had everything labeled good
enough to figure out. Also do prepare yourself for the panhandlers or artists. This author
prepares you but he also scared me so I was on guard all of the time. Relax and enjoy the
culture.”

George Leonard, “Essential Reading, especially for first-timers. Other Publications will not arm
you with the essential information that each visitor to Cuba will need in order to give them the
best possible experience. CubaConga is a must read, especially for first-tome visitors to Cuba.
The humorous, tongue-in-cheek, style adds to the enjoyment. Don’t be just another
tourist...read this first!!!!”

JLMD, “Super Book about getting the most out of your visit Cuba. This is a great book. I've read
lots of guides and spoken to friends who have been to Cuba who felt quite out of their depth.
This book is great. It's clear, funny, easy to read and it takes away the idea that lots of people
have that you will be 'ripped off', replacing it with the fact that trade is just a normal Cuban way
of life and that it's really a game, the main aim of which isa. to have fun andb. to allow Cubans
to make a living in their own unique way and, above all,c. to have a sense of humour.So
pleased I found it.”

undefined, “A must for first time visitors. I was recommended this by a friend who visited Cuba
and told me his experiences. Hearing his experiences with what the book says it's easy to see
why this is worth the small investment - you'll probably save the money spent on your first visit
to a local restaurant! It's written very much tongue-in-cheek.Don't buy this if you want a tour
guide book - read a few free blogs / watch some free YouTube videos they give you more than
enough information. Buy this book for an alternative look at Cuba, it's people and how things
(seem) to work to get the most out of your adventure.”

Elizabeth, “We are living the dream. I bought the guide book and looked on the internet, but
found this book on the Kindle store just before we left home. It is factual, humorous and tongue
in cheek and gives a glimpse into Cuba's heart. Don't miss it if you are dreaming of visiting
Cuba, don't be without it if you are already here and keep it to remember the great time you
have had.”



somebodeeee, “Really happy I bought this. Really happy I bought this; if nothing else, it made
me smile! I am due to go to Cuba in a few weeks, and am looking forward to it even more after
reading this book! It is not a 'where to go' and 'what to do' guide, it's more an insight into how
and why things are not what they seem.  An interesting read.”

The book by Cuba Conga has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 108 people have provided feedback.

Disclaimer About the author(s) Foreword Chapter 1 - Vocabulary No Hay S’accabo0� Se rompio0�
Cuba is completely ad free La Bolsa Negra Yuma Punto Drink water! Camajan El Bloqueo
QUE calor Sacaron Means so much as ‘brought out’ or ‘offered’. The Cuban economy is ‘offer’
driven. Our economy is demand driven. If a supermarket can’t cope with demand they will do
everything in their power to find the products in demand. Even toilet paper as we noticed last
year. ‘Were did you buy that oil?’ ‘They brought it out there.’ Translated: ‘A donde sacaron
aceite?’ ‘Lo sacaron aja.’ If you listen carefully you will hear ‘Sacaron’ all the time. Everybody is
constantly on the lookout for stuff that is being offered in the shops and that they might need.
Even stuff that you might need somewhere in the future. I buy everything that does not go to
waste as much as I can whenever I can. Detergent? 10 kilo! Rum? 10 bottles. Lighters? 10!
Oil? 20 litres. The same goes for soap, deodorant, tooth paste, coffee, beer, soda. If they bring
it out you buy a lot of it because you never know when they bring it out again. But nowadays
they limit the amounts you can buy. Only two packs of spaghetti per person. Only 6 bars of
soap or 1 shampoo. Etc etc. I’m getting so used to that that when I went shopping in Cancun
last year I almost asked a girl at the teller how much coffee I could buy… Bought 8 and nobody
told me I couldn’t! This focus on offer and not on demand creates two interesting phenomena:
Lines for the shops where they brought something out that people want. And those lines have
been getting longer the last year. 5 hours waiting to buy deodorant is no exception. Most
people stand in line ‘professionaly’. They buy whatever they bring out and sell it on the street at
a profit. This makes the lines even longer and causes part of the hyperinflation! The second
phenomena is that if they brought out something nobody wants at that price it stays on the
shelf for ages. Helmann’s mayonaise for 4.85 occupied two whole isles in a big supermarket for
at least 5 years! So the supermarkets are full with stuff that nobody wants (Nutella for 18.95)
and the empty shelves were filled with stuff people did want. Nobody cares about demand. It’s
about ‘Sacar’. Casa Particular Jinetero/Jinetera How to handle Jineteros and Jineteras
Commission The Beard Hot and cold running water Chapter 2 - Before you leave BEEF (carne
de Res) You will be a tourist The market Money Monetary observations False moral dilemma
Clothing You need a visa Chapter 3 - Arriving You are in Cuba now... Relax. Have a Mojito (a
typical tourist drink by the way). Chapter 4 - The Rental Car and other forms of transportation
Number plates If you take them to their homes, you have a perfect opportunity to see Cuba in a
different way. You will be treated as the guests of honor, have a terrible cup of coffee, if at all,
and get to know the real Cubans. If you feel like it, get a bottle of rum from your car (always
carry rum in Cuba) and offer them a drink... Your bottle will last 4 minutes as the whole
neighborhood shows up to have a sip. Still having fun? Offer to pay for some chickens at the
market (let them get it, that is a lot cheaper) or even a pig. Before you know it, the party is in
full swing. You paid for a pig (around 200! Pork is expensive at the moment). They take care of
everything else. You’ll have a great meal and won’t be home before 3 in the morning. Marabou
Taxis and busses Chapter 5 - Money This chapter should be completely modified because out
of date. Leaving parts of it right now as it helps you understand the current situation. This
chapter will make your holiday cheap or expensive… This budget estimation has 3 levels. The



cheapest way is exchanging your hard currency on the street (or in a bar) and insisting to pay
everything in Pesos… This will cut the budget below more than in half. The next level of
spending is paying everything in USD of Euro’s. The budget below applies. so you’ll pay double
of what you could. The most expensive way is exchanging money in the official exchange
banks or getting it out of the ATM with a card. In that case you have to double the budget
below. To illustrate: On the cheap Chapter 6 - Pitfalls Scamming Kids on the street Commission
Beggars Ultimo! Mistakes Theft Santer���� Watch your step Chapter 7 - Casa Particular The full
notebook factory Chapter 8 - Time and Food Good Food Chapter 9 - Long stay Just skip this if
you stay less than a month Chapter 10 - Love and Sex in Cuba Chapter 11 - Departure
Epilogue
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